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Editor’s Note
We are aware of the difficulties that a large number of you face during this

emergency. We will stay steady and adaptable, which may influence singular
paper preparing times (more underneath). We are likewise cautiously
checking the wellbeing and prosperity of our researchers, overseeing and
organizing remaining tasks at hand, and supporting each other with
adaptability. While the circumstance is a long way from ordinary in our
essential areas, now we don't foresee issues forestalling the proficient
distributing of our Journal. We are encouraging the brief assessment of any
papers identified with the environmental sciences coming about pandemic,
and every single other paper are additionally being taken care of according to
our standard procedures.

We perceive the tough situations that everybody is looking during this
COVID-19 emergency, yet we might want to guarantee you that we are
putting forth a valiant effort with the goal that you experience less disturbance
as far as the pace and nature of the survey procedure.

What's more, should you face any issue in finishing your paper
modification on due time, if it's not too much trouble contact the Editor
clarifying the circumstance, and we will put forth a valiant effort to support
you.

Journal is resolved to distribute state-of-the-art, high caliber and unique
exploration papers close by applicable and shrewd surveys and short
interchanges, wherein the last tries to be lively, captivating and effectively
open, at the same time compulsory and testing. On a more splendid note the
diary discharges five issues for every volume and each issue comprises of
five shifted papers adding hypothetical and methodological exploration

papers, empowering basic survey papers and taught short correspondences.
A wide range of papers are exposed to single-blinded friend survey process.
JEH was built up with a dream of supporting and advancing examination in
Environmental Issues from over the world. We are hoping to extend our
board of analysts and article board from over the different sub specialities
inside the examination region.

As far as Digital Marketing our diary holds best viewership contrasted with
different stages, Google Analytics has uncovered an astonishing
measurements in regards to the prominence of this diary. All through Feb
2019-Nov 2019 there were 1000+ site hits. The all out quantities of returning
guests were 500. Besides, all around 5,600+ new clients have gotten to the
diary site for data on the diary and the distributed articles, The advancement
of the individual writer commitments is dealt with and consequently the
writers appreciate the notoriety among worldwide crowd. Journal esteems
the commitments by the creators and takes satisfactory measures in
engendering and advancing their results by forever filing too.

We might want to illuminate you that we will quick track the audit
procedure of your paper. We accept that such exploration requires quick
consideration and distribution (given that papers fulfill the quality guidelines),
since sharing this information we have with our associates, our understudies,
our associations, our industry or our legislatures is something we would all
be able to do to move beyond this emergency.
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